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ASYMPTOTICS OF SOBOLEV ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS
FOR A JACOBI WEIGHT
Andrei Martmez-Finkelshtein and Juan J. Moreno-Balcazar
ABSTRACT. In this paper, we obtain the strong asymptotics for the sequence of
orthogonal polynomials with respect to the inner product

(f,9)s = ff(x)g(x) dnix) + xj f,(x)g,(x)(l - *)"(! + xfdx
with a, /3, A > 0, where fi is an admissible measure on [—1,1].

1. Introduction and statement of results
The study of the orthogonal polynomials with respect to the inner products involving
derivatives has been very active for the last ten years. In particular, the asymptotic
behavior of the orthogonal polynomials with respect to the inner product of the form

(f,9)s = Jfgd^+Jf'g'd^

(1)

was investigated in [1] and [3] for the case when fi2 is discrete (a combination of a
finite number of masses). If both measures have absolutely continuous components,
the asymptotic results are very scarce. Probably the first non-trivial step in this
direction was done under the assumption that the measures form a so-called coherent
pair or symmetrically coherent pair (see [2, 4]). The goal of this paper is to establish
the strong asymptotics of the orthogonal polynomials with respect to the inner product
(1) when the second measure ^2 is given by the classical Jacobi weight and Hi satisfies
some restrictions.
Hence, we consider the Sobolev inner product
(/,2)sH/,<7>i + A(/',</}2,

A>0,

where
(f,9)i = / f(x)g(x)dfjL(x),
fi is a finite Borel measure supported on [—1,1], and
(/, 9)2 = /

f(x)g(x)p(a, /?; x) dx

with
p(a, /?; x) = (1 - x)a(l + xf,

a, 0 > 0.
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We will use the following notation. For a measure /x, we denote the nth monic orthogonal polynomial with respect to (i by Pn(/i;x), and the L2(/x)-norm by

ml = jmxtd^x).
Then Pn(/i; x) is the solution of the extremal problem
fcn(M) = \\Pn{^x)\\l = min{ ||Pn||2 : Pn{x) = xn+ ...}.

(3)

For the measure given by the Jacobi weight p(a,/3; •), we abbreviate
Pn(a, /3; x) = Pn(p(a, /3; t)dt; x)

and

fcn(a, /?) = kn(p(a, /?; t)dt).

1 /o

Moreover, pn(ii;x) = kn ' (/i)Pn(//;x) will denote the nth orthonormal polynomial
with respect to /i.
Finally, {Qn(^)} is the monic orthogonal polynomial sequence with respect to the
inner product (•, •)£ and kn = (Qn,Qn)s- As usual, the key to the asymptotics of
{Qn} resides in the behavior of the norms kn.
Theorem 1. With the notation introduced above, for n > 1,
/cn(iu) + An2fcn_1(a,/?)<fcn<||Pn(a-l,/?-l;.)||'+An2/cn_1(a,/3).

(4)

Furthermore, if JX satisfies the condition
■||pn(a-l,/3-l; •)IU = 0(n)»

™->oo,

(5)

then
lim

Ti

-(—ls\

= X

'

(6)

Limit (6) will be essential for the proof of the asymptotics of the Sobolev polynomials Qn. Hence, for applications, it is convenient to formulate some sufficient conditions
for (5).
Proposition 1. If /x is a finite Borel measure supported on [—1,1], each of the following conditions is sufficient for (5):
(C.l) there exist a' < 3/2 - a and (3' < 3/2 - f3 such that

(l-xfil + xfeL^y,

(7)

(C.2)a,/3e(0,3/2);
(C.3) /i 25 an absolutely continuous measure with respect to Lebesgue measure on
[—1,1] and
li'{x) = h{x){l - x)a-l{l + x)?-1
with
I (1 - x2)>ch(x)dx < oo
for some

H

< 1/2;

(C.4)supp/iC(-l,l).

(8)
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In what follows, we write fi G S to denote that the finite measure /i with supp /i
[—1,1] satisfies the Szego condition, i.e.,
1

W(aO
,
J-±-Ldx>-oQ.

(9)

/. i v 1 — x2

A finite measure /i is admissible if JJL G 5 and (5) holds.
Now we state the asymptotic result for the monic polynomials Qn.
Theorem 2. If fi is admissible, then locally uniformly in Q = C \ [—1,1];
T
QnW
n^oPn(a,/?;x)
w;/iere

<I>(:E)

2
$'(a;)

l

j

= x + Vrr2 — 1 wz^/i |^(a:)| > 1 /or x e Q.

Since
Fn{a,p,x)-2

(z-l)-/^+l)/»/2 (x2-1)1/4

(1 + 0(1))

I11)

locally uniformly in fi (see below), Theorem 2 gives the desired strong outer asymptotics of {Qn}- Now, the following corollary follows immediately.
Corollary 1. The zeros of Sobolev orthogonal polynomials Qn distribute on [—1,1]
according to the arcsin law. All of them accumulate at [—1,1], i.e.,

fl (J{a:Q*(s) = 0} = [-l,l].

(12)

n>lfc=n

Finally, we make the following remarks.
1. Besides Proposition 1, some other sufficient conditions for (5) can be produced.
For example, an addition to /x of a finite number of mass points on (—1,1) does not
affect (8), although masses at —1 and 1 might spoil the admissibility.
2. We can take h(x) = \x — £| in (8) with £ G R \ (—1,1). Then measures /i and
p(a, (3; x)dx constitute a coherent pair. Analogously, a symmetrically coherent pair
can be obtained if a = /? and in (8) we choose either h{x) = x2 + £2 with £ G M \ {0}
or h(x) = £2 — x2 with £ G M\ (—1,1). In these cases, (10) has been proved in [4] and
[2], respectively.
3. The admissibility of JJ, is not necessary for the asymptotics (10). Consider, for
example, fi = SQ. Then, easy computation shows that
Qn(x) = Pn(a - 1, P - 1; x) - Pn(a -1,0- 1; 0),
and (10) certainly takes place.
2. Proofs
Proof of Theorem 1. First, from the extremal property (3) for kn(/j>) and kn(a,P), it
follows that kn(fj,) < ||Qn||£ and &n_i(a,/?) < (Q'n/nJQfn/n}2, so
K = (Qn,Qn)s = \\Qn\\l + HQ'niQnh > K(v) + An2^-!^,^)On the other hand, using the extremal property of kn and the relation
P;(a-l,/3-l;a:)=nPn_i(a,/?;^),

n > 1,

a,/?>0
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(see [6]), we have

K < {Pn(a - 1,13 - 1; -),Pn{a - 1,^ - 1; • ))s
= ||Pn(a-l1i8-l;-)IIJ + An2Avl-i(a,i8).
Hence, (4) is proved.
We now recall briefly Szego's extremal problem in ft = C \ [— 1,1], following the
work of Widom [7]. Given /x E 5, p(x) = //(#), the unique function R(z) holomorphic
in ft can be constructed such that
1. R(z) ± 0 for z e ft,
2. i?(oo) > 0,
3. for almost every x G (—1,1),
lim \R(x + iy)\ = p(x).
Then, as usual, H2(p) is the Hardy space of functions / analytic in ft such that
\f (z)R(z)\ admits a harmonic majorant in ft. It is a Hilbert space with the inner
product (/,#) = J_1 f(x)g(x)p(x)dx. It is well known that any / G H2(p) has a
non-tangential limit
2

lim f(z) = f(x)
for almost all x G (—1,1), and the following extremal problem has sense:
i/(p) = mf| f \F(x)\2p(x)dx:F£H2{p),F(oo) = l\.

(13)

For p, G 5, iy(p) > 0 and there exists the unique extremal function
F(z)=F(jr,z)
solving (13).
Furthermore,

where $ and R were defined above (see e.g., [7, Theorem 6.2]).
Function F and the extremal constant i'(p) are closely related with the asymptotics
of Pn(p] *)• In fact>
lim Ankn(p) = v(p)

(15)

lim 2-^^=F(p;^)

(16)

n—too

and

locally uniformly in ft.
In the particular case when p(x) — /?(a,/?; x) = (1 — x)a(l + ^)/3, it is easy to verify
using (14) that

F(z)
- *Vz) - 2-«-*-i/2
t{Z).-t\j> Z)-Z
t

$1/2

^) (v^T
+ VS+l)^
( _l)a/2
9/2

(22_1)l/4

z

(z + 1)i

(17)
^

where the selection of the branch in ft is obvious, hence the well-known formula (11),
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As above, in order to simplify notation in what follows, we write i/(a, 0) instead of
i/(p(a,/3;-)).
Assume that (5) holds. Then
liml|P,.(«-l./S-l;)li;=Q

n2kn(a-1,0-1)

n
Since, by (15),
..

lim

knia-1,0-1)
v(a-1,0-1)
i:—7—^\
=
A ,
a\

e

,A
.
(0. oo)-

(18)

(6) immediately follows from (4). In particular, by (15),
lim

4n~1fc
^ = \v(a,0).

(19)
□

Theorem 1 is proved.

Proof of Proposition 1. To establish condition (C.l), we use the uniform bound
\pn(a,fcx)\2 < C(x/r^+ i/ri)-1-2tt(vTT^+ l/n)-1"2^, x e [-1,1],
(see e.g., [5, Lemma 16, p. 83]). Since /x is finite, a sufficient condition for (5) is the
existence of an e > 0 such that

^^/.i

Vv^+nJ

d aj

M )=0

(20)

and

Consider the first limit (the second one can be handled in a similar way). Put 0' =
3/2 - 0 - S for a 5 > 0; without loss of generality, we may assume 5 < 1. Then,

=

^y_i

(^vTT^+i)

^vTT^+-J

^(x)

If ^ > 0, then both (1 + x)P' G L1^) and the left-hand side of the last inequality
tends to zero. Otherwise,
1

/~1+£ / .

rfS j^

(^

rT +

l\213'

^ -J

1

/•-i+e
(1
1

^^ ^ ^y

+ ^dM^),

and (7) implies that the last integral is finite, which is sufficient for (20). This proves
(C.l). Clearly, if a, 0 e (0, 3/2), we can take a', 0' > 0 and (C.2) follows from (7).
Under assumptions of (C.3), choose
a' = 5/4-a + x/2

and

/?' = 5/4 - 0 + x/2.

Then (7) holds. Condition (C.4) is also a straightforward consequence of (C.l). Proposition 1 is established.
□
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Proof of Theorem 2. By (16), the asymptotics (10) is equivalent to

'■-q.w _ m

lim

(2i)

locally uniformly in Q with F given in (17). Since \{Q'n,Q,n)2 < K, by (4) and (15),

/9k,9k\ Kkn-faP) (l + o(l)).
\ n

(22)

n /2

Then, Q^/n is an extremal sequence for the problem (3), and its asymptotic behavior is determined. In fact, the well-known argument using the parallelogram law
can be used (see [7, p. 194]). In order to simplify notation, we denote
lbn||2 = {PniPnh.
Then,
-m-l/V

Q;

n

-m-ln'

+2ii$n-iFir =

Q'n

+

$ n—1 }

n

rtn-ln'

Q'n

n

+ $ n— 1 ;

. (23)

On the other hand, by (15) and (22),
-m-l/V

Q'n

lim sup

= lim sup 4'n-l Q'n

n—>oo

n—>-oo

<limsup4n-1fc„_i(a,)8)(l + o(l)) = »'(a,/8).
n—too

Furthermore, since |$(a?)| = 1 for x e [-1,1],
2
^^ll22-"^"
||^-iF||
= IIJF -^,/?)

because F is the solution of the extremal problem (13). Hence, the left-hand side of
(23) is asymptotically not greater than 4i/(a,/?) as n -> oo.
Notice that

+F £ 2( (o /3; ))

KS^ ) * ' ' and is equal to 1 at oo, so by extremality of z/(a, /?),
-m-in/

Q^ 4- $n-1jp

■2.

1
2

=4

+F

>4i/(a,i9).

This shows that
lim

n—too

2n-1(:
n

?k _$n-l

F

(24)

= 0.

We can use the following result (see [7, Corollary 7.4]).
Lemma 1. Given a weight p € S and a compact subset K C £1, there exists a constant
C = C{K) such that
max|/(z)|2<C / \f{x)\2p(x)dx
z€K

J_1

for all

f e H2{p).
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Then, from (24), we have that
(25)
locally uniformly in Q. We should prove now that (25) implies (21).
We have that
Q'n
n

fcnHIQnll'+An2

2

so that
4n-1fcri
n*

2"-1Q„

+A

n<j>n

2n-1Q/n
n$ n—1

From (24),
lim

n—>-oo

2n-1Q,n

= \\Fr = V(a,0),

n§n-l

and by (19),
lim

n—►oo

= \u{a,0).

n*

Hence,
lim

2n-10n
n$n

n—Yoo

Applying Lemma 1 again, we have that
n 1
lim 2 - 0n
^2-(z) - 0,

n->oo

n$

locally uniformly in fi. Then,

lim (^IL^y (*) = (),

n—>oo

also locally uniformly in fi. It remains to use the identity
-)n-in («\
?n~1Q/
n
v ;
„x>nf~\
y n$n(z)
n$
(z)
*n+1(z)

)
□

and (25) to obtain (21). The theorem is proved.

Proof of Corollary 1. Corollary 1 is a direct consequence of the classical nth root
asymptotics of \Qn\ or kn (see (21) and (19)). That is, if we associate with each
Qn{x) the discrete unit measure with equal positive masses at its zeros (accounting
for multiplicity)
n

*r?

Q»(0=o

then
dwn{x)
in the weak-* topology.

1

dx

TT \/l - X2
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Now, it is sufficient to observe that Qn{x)/Pn{a,(5\x) is a sequence of analytic
functions in £2, <b{x) is analytic and has no zeros in £2, and the zero asymptotic of
Pn(a, /3; x) is known. Hence, the zeros of Qn{x) cannot accumulate outside [—1,1]. On
the other hand, the weak asymptotics shows that they must be dense in [—1,1].
□
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